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Augmented Reality Services: 1986-1992

First Commercial Digitize-to-CAD System: 1993

Manufacturer of Digitizing Hardware: 2009

---
Partner with creators in industry, government, 
and academia to enhance solutions with 3D 
position and orientation telemetry.



Digital Magic
•Digitizing is Documentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the most basic level, digitization is documentation.  Making note of shape, dimension, movement, and other characteristics that provide a useful representation for an intended purpose.  This representation translates characteristics of the object from the physical world to a virtual world where it can be acted on and analyzed independently.  One thing to consider is that the quality of the conversion will affect the results of subsequent work.The concept of digitizing is known in popular culture but is far from being well understood.  Knowing the tools available, the conditions for their use, and how to properly stage and take a measurement with a high degree of accuracy is the subject of the field of metrology.  While we don’t have to be a metrologist to successfully digitize objects, it helps to know and apply the tools of that trade.



Digital Magic
•Digitizing is Documentation

•1D, 2D, 3D, 4D, Roll, Pitch, Yaw

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different digitizing tools provide results in one or more physical dimensions.A caliper, as seen in this image is a 1-dimensional tool capable of measuring linear dimensions and diameters with an accuracy of about +/- .001” (.025mm).  A pin gauge is a far more accurate measurement standard, but as a precision machined cylinder it can only inform if a feature is larger or smaller than its precision diameter.  Most hand tools are 1D digitizing devices and can be very effective for accurately capturing single dimensions.The power of multi-dimension digitizers is that all measurements taken are immediately related to each other. Unlike hand tools, digitizers are set up with a static relationship to the object being measured and establish a coordinate system that relates all measurements to a common reference frame.2D digitizers are appropriate for working with drawings, patterns, flat templates.  3D digitizers are used for capturing physical objects.  Time is the 4th dimension and allows the capture of motion along with position.



Digital Magic
•Digitizing is Documentation

•1D, 2D, 3D, 4D, Roll, Pitch, Yaw

•Density

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Density relates to the amount of data you collect for the documentary purpose at hand.  At one extreme is a single measurement taken with a caliper to assess a critical part dimension to quality inspect a manufactured part.  At the other extreme is a part scan comprised of millions of points.  When you have the opportunity to design your documentation process you need to know the reasons and implications for choosing among the several documentation approaches.At the two ends of the data density spectrum we use different tools and techniques to reach similar documentation goals.Often the choice of what tools to use are dictated by circumstance and time pressures, not by specific characteristics of the item being documented.Nevertheless, it can be generally said that the documentation of prismatic parts can be easily done using sparse data tools and techniques, while documentation of intricate, organic parts benefits from the use of dense data tools and techniques.With sparse data capture techniques, the sampling process is feature based, typically manual, but can be automated.  Computer controlled coordinate measuring machines have long been used for high preision verification of manufactured parts.Points collected define forms that are used to build up the CAD model in the familiar method of the CAD operator.  This allows for easy switching between digitizing and CAD modeling tools to add relationships and constraints.One kind common adjustment its to update measured dimensions to a more perfect nominal value, to capture the original design intent.  For example, adjusting a bore that measured with a .998” diameter to 1.0”, or placing a constraint on a new horizontal line to make it perfectly horizontal.  This is often done when reverse engineering components for remanufacturing. Because the operator is selecting the data to be collected one point at a time, they can easily skip over damaged or malformed sections and concentrate on collecting points that best reflect the feature being measured.Building up a model within a CAD system using contact probing requires having access to the part for as long as the process takes.  This can be very limiting if for any reason access to the part is limited. Using non-contact scanning equipment data capture can be fast, easily automated, and is typically a separate process from CAD modeling.  This makes the technology desirable when the intent is to document physical parts for archival purposes.  Also, that ability to separate data capture from model preparation provides an opportunity to split work between specialists and locations.Scanning captures all surface aspects of an object.  This includes all good, bad, and extraneous data within sight of the scanner.  Some features are hard to collect, such as holes, cavities, and sharp edges.  Shiny or translucent surfaces may require pretreatment to provide a suitable scanning surface.  Different types of scanners have strengths and weaknesses for capturing difficult features.Cleanup of the data to remove extraneous data, fill holes, and clean up of edges is a necessary and potentially time-consuming task to create “watertight” models.If your intent is to capture an item and replicate it as is, scanning can be used to turn around items with complex patterns very quickly.If your intent is to capture and rework items in a CAD system, the conversion from raw data has more steps and greater complexity.  But if you have limited access to the subject part, it may still be your only viable approach.



Digital Magic
•Digitizing is Documentation

•1D, 2D, 3D, 4D, Roll, Pitch, Yaw

•Density

•Contact/Non-Contact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many types of 3D digitizers available.  For our purposes, they can be divided into two classifications: contact and non-contact.As the labels infer, contact digitizers accomplish their task by contacting the object being measured.  Contact digitizers are typically used to document using low density techniques.Non-contact digitizers use other means to capture part surface data, such as structured light, line lasers, and more exotic sensing technologies.  Non-contact digitizers typically capture thousands to millions of samples in a very short period of time.Bridge CMM



Bridge CMM
• Small to Large Work Volume

• Manual or DCC

• Very Accurate

• Primarily Single Point Touch

• Can Probe Scan

• Attach Laser Scanners

• Primarily for Inspection



Articulating 
Arm CMM
• Small to Medium Work Volume

• Strictly Manual

• Less Accurate than BRIDGE 
CMM

• Single Point Touch

• Can Attach Laser Scanners

• Portable

• Inspection and RE



MicroScribe 
Arm CMM
• My Product

• Small Work Volume

• Strictly Manual

• Single Point Touch

• Can Attach Laser Scanners

• Highly Portable

• RE, Modeling, R&D, Training



Laser 
Tracker
• Contact Probe, Laser Shaft

• Large Work Volume

• Strictly Manual

• Single Point Touch

• Highly Portable

• Inspection, RE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Laser trackers are essentially a surveyor’s laser transit outfitted with drive mechanisms that allow it to self-align on a handheld target and track with it as it moves.  This allows for single point measurements over large distances.  Because the target is a hard ball, range finder systems are a form of contact digitizer, but they have line of sight issues like most scanning systems.There are ways to expand the working volumes of small-reach portable digitizing systems.  Leapfrogging is a typical technique.  You can also employ laser trackers to record the position of portable digitizers within the larger coordinate system that the tracker maintains.  A few large companies alsy employ internal GPS systems to achieve this.



Line 
Scanner
• Price Range Hobby to Pro

• Small to Medium Work Volume

• Non-Contact

• Relies on Turntable, Arm, or 
CMM for Reference Frame

• Highly Portable

• RE, Modeling



Handheld Scanner
• Quickly Capture Organic Forms

• Requires Preparation with Registration Dots

• Captures Environment Around Part

• Non-Contact

• Portable

• Reasonably Accurate

• Inspection, Reverse Engineering



Lidar 
Scanner
• Light Detection and Ranging

• Large Volume Scanning

• Non-Contact

• Portable

• Facilities, Accident, Forensic 
Documentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) systems are laser range finders that add a spinning mirror and a sensor for detecting the reflected laser light.  This configuration allows Lidar systems to capture massive amounts of data about a surrounding volume.  They are used for documentation of factory layouts, crime scene capture, and any situation when very large volumes are to be documented.



Structured Light 
Scanner
• Capture Organic Forms at Highest Resolution

• Scans Manually Spliced Together

• Limited Work Volume

• Captures Environment Around Part

• Non-Contact

• Not Easily Portable

• Inspection, Reverse Engineering



Robotic 
Scanner
• Accuracy Variable

• Moderate Work Volume

• Non-Contact

• Programmed Motion

• Robot Provides Scan Reference

• Not Portable

• Primarily Inspection



Applications



Real Problem:
Collecting Data to Drive Mass Production



Scan to Copy Organic Detail Quickly



Several Passes to Fill in Point Cloud



Tessellated CAD Model



Soft Detail from Data Reduction



Imperfect Original Model



Contact Tracing to Bring Back Sharp Detail



Cut Paths with Tool Orientation



Methods Combined to Speed Manufacturing



Shoe 
Automation



Problem: Roughing, Gluing, Trimming



Digitize the Process Path



Essential Data for Robot Teaching



Shoe 
Automation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyJL7TzfwIMYou may want to turn off sound for this one.  Lots of background noise..Start at 1:15, run to 1:48Skip to 3:22, run to 4:00



Guided 
Therapies



4D Telemetry, Motion Tracking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A CAT scan is performed on the patient’s knee in advance of the surgery to develop the appropriate prosthetic.  During the surgery an articulated arm is used to provide real time position and orientation of the bones so that a haptic drill can be used to cut precision mounting surfaces freehand.



Surgical 
Reference 
Frame
A L I G N I NG  PAT I E N T  
TA RG ET  T O  RO B O T I C  
SYS T E M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(115) TSolution One® THA Cup Surgery Clip – YouTubehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4eEgC39zEcRemember to warn viewers that the video depicts a realistic surgical procedure.Start a 1:15, run to 2:00.



Transcranial
Magnetic
Stimulation
PTSD & DEPRESSION TREATMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://news4sanantonio.com/news/san-antonios-voice/sa-researchers-studying-new-ptsd-treatment-improvements-in-depression-treatmentStart at 49, run to 2:22. 



Landmark 
Studies





Global Landmarks 
Database
•12,000+ Samples Collected

•Used Globally for Identification and 
Repatriation of Human Remains

•Procrustes Analysis to Compare Different 
Sizes

•Applicable to General Study of Shape



Morphology
• A Framework for Improvement Using 

Digital Documentation and Statistics

• Develop Understanding by Documenting 
Change Over Time

• 4D Documentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Improve ManufacturingBy UnderstandingHow Shapes ChangeandRelate Over Time



Ballistics Landmark 
Study
•Bullet Fragmentation Documentation

•Resting Position

•Entry Trajectory

•Applicable to General Study 
Fragmentation



Cramped Space 
Documentation
•42” Head Height, 24”x24” Hatch

•Compact Portable Measurement

•Limited Stand-Off

•Only Capture the Data Needed



Contact:
www.revware.net
+1 919-790-0000

tom.welsh@revware.net

Thank You!
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